
Dear Dave and, 	 2/8/95 

I have finished going over the tapepn notes for the last part of NEVER AGAIN! 
r As before, I merely turned pages ex fo

ast,wae my response, which will be enclosed, ii144ee4eoT 
kee4he-Afterwerd. I was merely turning pages in# this thick stack of them 	last renum- 
bered pagest is 792) by those a  tapcens and sometimes a page or two before it is where 
in this flipping it stopped. Sometimes I noted questionable editing on those pages. 

I do not know, not having read it, how extensive what believe is not mere copy 
editing is in the book. When loll can siXilkke copies of the pages on which I noted 

re, 
I observed something else in turning well past the last tapepn note to see if there 

were substantive changes in the isftereird. There were only a few. I turned those pages 
a page at a time, without reading them. But what I also observed, what 1  began to say, 
is that all of the ms. had been retyped before I sent the liallogue up. The Epilogue and 
the Afterword are what  I sent up. This seems to me to indicate that all the copy wa 
editing was done before they got the Epilogue. I do not now remember exactly when that 
was but it was

q
ui 

e some time ago, some time before I sent the Afterword, and that was 
some time ago. in turn, this seems to indicate to mu that publishing this book quite some 
time ago was originally planned.As I remember the time, and I'm not checking the files 
to get the ce:act date, Peter 6kutches for Gallon agreed that what t indicated should 
be restored that the outside editor out merely *o make a smaller book would be restored. 
It is my copy of this that must be in the cellar that I cannot find upstairs. After I 
got 	from* Brad kizzia, the Crenshaw/Shaw lawyer in their suit against AMA et al, what 
did not indicate he had been given that copy, of the amended editing, that I wrote and 
asked Gallon for a copy of it so e could offer it to the ARRB. He never responded and he 
did not sent it. I now wonder if this is the reason why. I should explain that Tasked 
Callen to send the MB. to iqzzia and "izeia also asked him for it. 

Strangely with the first part, most of it, seeminly retmeed lone ago, it/was a month 
litte reaching me, n month after I sac told I would have it. That indicates that the retyped 
me. was not copy edited until recently, and as Raphael.% wrote me, was taking more time 
because iL is so long. That seems further strange to me with March publication announced. 
That 'the first batch had been sent to the printer before it was sent to we indicates a rush. 
But I au not know what the internal situation with Gallen and C w G was that could have 
delayed it, if teat is what Lid. :eor April eublivation if review copies are intended they 
ejuallipo oulseveiliOirtl.i:e7in advance of publicatioVo,  Tor April publication the 

r- 	(^ 	 April 

book should have been close to manufactured by now. Aft'er it is ty -set it goes to the 

content elimination. 

There is nothing I can do about it as I say in what I sent the designed person 
at .;artoll & Graf. But I find myself wondering why these things re done. It doeeinot 
seem to me to be the norm of copy editing. So I wonder if the copy editor did this on her 
own and whether or not she did, with what in mind. 



L 

indexer, the index has to be typed an edited. I cannot estimatelthqt time. Then it gets 

set in type and that bets proofread. Tho rest of the book should be ready by then and it 

then can be manufactured. 	have no idea 6o long setting type now takes with mechanize- 

tion. I Kedge,  into this becquse of another possibility Jerry and I just discussed than 71 -  
John Newman's book was announced for /larch. lie has notrifinished it. he told 

week ti at he is haviui 	troub;;.e with the iaJt 5-4 chapters, then not done. 
4 

t. 4ry 46ek told no that Mary 4rrell was 
4 	' 

aske4 to read t;!e manuscript. he said proof it. Proof would seem to indicate that the 

type teas set on ',:he part donrop but that need not be so. All of this can indicate they 

are now rushi4g IOW AGAIN! to issue it lire WAO April,Ohen Newman's book 

was scheduled. This is just a guess.From the first. on this I have been told nothing 
at all, in itself 1 think abnormal. 

t now mean to suggnfttAhat the unjustified editing will ruin the book. It merely, 
the little: of it I've seen, weakens parts and protects some. 

I have written Herman Geer with two suggestions. Use is tb seek to place an ad in 
JAMA and the other is an advance copy to gill "oyors. If JAM refuses the add, tnatcan 

make a news story. I did not intend involving hoyers in anytying, just tt inform him. 

"e is now back rd.* NBC News as a cumentator. 

If this is as I suspect nore disorganized than in icy usual haste I an that is 
pr,babiy becauO I've having more trouule with the Lioreceriously damaged leg. 

7 

morning. 

mo last 

it seems 10Posnibl: that it Can appear next mot 


